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                          Abstract
       XVeak ultraviolet radiation emitted• by the corona has been calculated.
    The main factor of the emission i$ the free-free transition of hydrogen.
       Anomalous excitation of He in the flash spectrum has been investigated
    in terms oi t]ie radiation from the corona. It correspgnds to the tempera-
    ture radiation of 8000 and 165CO for the ionization potential of Hel and
    Hei! respectively. Theoretical intensities of Hel lines show a maximum
    at certain height as is known observationary.
       Coronal radiation is ineffective to the ionization of hyclrogen. Hydroge'n
    anomaly observed in the flash may be sought for in any other sources.

    g1. Introduction. Anomalous behaviour• of helium in the flash
spectra is well known. It canrtot be accounted for by the ther-
mal excitation of the photospheric temperature. The anomalous
excitation has often been attributed to the excess ultraviolet radia-

tion from the photosphere or to the excitation by the high speed

corpuscules. -    Anomalies in the solar atmosphere is not limited to the helium
in the chromosphere. In the coronal region, super-excitation dis-
closes itself in a more definite form; according to B. Edlen's
identificationi of the coronal emissions, Fe and other metallic ele-

ments are in a state of strong ionization. Naturally, 'some intimate

connection may be expected between them. In fact, as early as
1935, G. G. Cilli6 and D. H. Menze12 has pointed out observation-
ally in the eclipse plate of 31 August 1932 that the region of
abnormal chromospheric excitation is connected with the great
intensification of the coronal spectrum above it.'

    It seems now generally believed that the corona is possessed

                                 '
  1. B. Edldn: Ark.fbr Mat. Astr. och Fys. B, 28,'No. 1; (1941).
  2. G. G. Ci]]iLa and D. H. Menzel: Harv. Circ., 410, (1935).
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of extremely high electron temperature. Assuming such a high
temperature of order some million degrees, it follows that the
corona must emit a weak ultraviolet radiation. In the present
paper, we have estimated the amount of it and tried to seek the
source of excitation of the chromospherjc He anomaly in it.
  ' sR2. Radiation fo'om the corona. We assumethat the chemical
composition of the corona is the same as that of the reversing
layer. In the coronal region, hydrogen is ionized strongly. Let
N, be the particle density of the electron. This is also equal to
the density of proton. Then the energy• emitted by the free-free
transition per sec. per c. e. in the frequency range (:,v+dy) is

         Ne2Fvd"=:IVc2Z2<62.'geg`S6( ii:, )Ifi ca/T6z, e-hVlleTE dV, (=?J"1)

where Zs means the nuclear charge. For hydrogen, we take Z= 1.
Te is the electron temperature, m the electron mass, c the light
velocity, and k the Boltzmann constant.
   Integrating it with respect to v from zero to infinity, we find
for the total energy emitted per sec. per c.c. as

         Al,2a,==Nl":z2(62.7g,;,(llmlT#)i'6h:.6,.,. (2e2)

    Inserting nunferical values in the expression (2el), we get

         N.i'ÅëvdV--IV,2 6.67Å~10-3STe"lke-h"/kTC' dv, <2el)'

and for (2e2),

                  N,?, di == N,-O 1.40 Å~ 10-27T,)ih.

    Compared to the free-free transition, the emission due to the
bound-free transition is weaker for the electron temperature of the
order of million degrees ; emission per sec. per c.c. by the capture
of electron to the j'-th level is '
                                            '
     IVeZ'(Tt2.t7,lliIII l, -iTnEeiih2 ( illk, )9L' 31.,, eZjlie7'e-h"/k7'E dv ,

             =N:Zi2:IOT-l3t,17tA.,tl'tt' eZjlleTE e-hv/ieT' dv, (2e3)

where x, means the ionization potential from tlie ith !evel. Inte-
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grating (2. 3) with respect to v from xj to infinity, we find

      Ar[."'Zi(-62-,.",31,,.-,,:,'iO,tt,(i,{l,Es:,T-,-ii.,--iseT,tz;-4rg9TX,.,,,/,-)9:"'t'. (2e4)

    From the dependence of these formulae on Z, we can infer
that the emissions from the metallic ions are small compared with
that of hydrogen owing to their small abundance.

    .sR3. Consider the concentric shell of the corona of thicl<ness
dr, whose distance from the center of the sun is r. According to

•(2ol), the (v, v+dv) radiation emitted per sec. by the.(7, r+dr)
shell is IV," >"e,4r,i"` dr.'

    A fraction W of this, flows into the chromosphere, where W
is the dilution factor of a point at distance r:

             rv=t(1 in 4/ "1 -(Ltl!' [l ">L' ), (3el)

in which R means the radius of the upper boundary of the chro-
mosphere. Assuming the chromosphere as a layer of thickness
10,OOOkm, we tentatively take R=705,OOOkm. Thus the incident
flux from the coronal region, per sec. per square cm. is given by

                  oo             T, Fv= SW(-1(• -)2NL2 if. dx (3.2)

                  n
    Density distribution N, has been derived from observations by
S. Baumbachi. Åë, is ihdepedent,or r, if we assume a constant
electron temperature. After the numerical integration we' get

             co.             SIV(li(i-)L'N,2dr =2.6Å~lo261 (3.3)

             1.' -,
    Therefore, we have

             : F,=1.75Å~10-ii T,. "' ih'e-h"/kT?' . (3e2)'

    By the way, we shall calculate the flux at a distant point ri.
It is given by

                       co           nFv(ri) =(-Ri 7)LS(1- W)(-tl-)21v.2 )v), dr, (3e4)

                       AJor n' umerically,

1. S. Baumbach : A. N., 263, 121, (1937).
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           7T, F,(r,) == (e)L'2.2 Å~ lo-ii T,-vve-hv!k 'rE . (3.4.),

   Coronal ultiraviolet radiation will be responsible for the anomal-

ous spectra of comets and the upper atmosphere of the earth.
The above formula may be used for the consideration of them.
   bR4. Contact temPei'atztre. Spectral energy distributipn of the
free-free emission is seen from (2.1)' or (3e2)'. It, of course, dif-'

fers from the Planck's distribution. But it may be convenient to
express the intensity at any given frequency v in terms of the
tempersture radiation. From (3e2)' we know that the mean inten-
sity of v-radiation is

         f-v=: 41. C--i l/,Jie-hy/ieT:', c=i.7sxio-ii. (4.i)

Ectuating it to the planck formula -2-IZ-.;"j e'hvfk;T, and solving for T,

                               C-we find '
         -t •i- - Ti. +7e-.- 'in (8",L:;v"'Teh••c-i). (4.2)

Let z be the energy lv/ expressed in eV. Inserting numerical values

we get

                             '      .}.:.L,,r . ;., + 1'97 Xz 10-'' (s.ls+- -l-i- log T,Å}3 ldg x) • (4'2)'

         '
In the following, we shall call T the contact temperature.
   At the Lyman limit, x==13.53 eV. Assuming T,--10'j, we get
for the contact temperature T==4710. This ' is lower than the ef-
fective temPerature of the sun. In fact, at.the Lyman limit, radia-
tion from the corona is less than one hundredth that of the Planck
radiation of temperature 5700. Therefore, coronal radiation has no
in.fiuence on the ionization of hydrogen. The former becomes
equal to the Planck of 5700 first at z==16.4eV.
    The above consideration shows also that the first ionizations
of metallic elements are not affected by the coronal radiation, since

their ionization potential lies in the range from 5 to 8 eV. The
effect on the secofid ionization is also sn]all. It will not change

their order. For the third ionjzation the coronal radiation is ef-
                                '
fective. But their concentrations are small and'wil] be diflicult to
detect obscjrvationally. Thtis vsre conclude that the coropal radia-
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tion has no influence on the ionization of metallic elements. These
results conserve the current interpretation on the metallic ioniza-
tion and at the same time show that the high temperature hy-
pothesis of the corona does not contradict to the observations.

    He is an exception. Its ionization potential is high. The
contact temperature amounts to 8000 and 16500 for the first and
the second ionization potential respectively, so that the source of
ionization is mainly due to the coronal radiation and a small
fraction of it is in a state of ionization. But owing to its great
abundance, it can amply be detected by the observation.
   It is well known that the He and H is greatly enhanced in
the flash spectra. In the remaining part of this paper, we shall
investigate the anomaly in terms of the coronal radiation.• As has
been shown above, coronal ultraviolet radiation is indifferent to
the hydrogen excitation. The anomalous behaviour of it may be
sought for in any other sources. It may be due to the large opac-
ity of the chromosphere to the Lyman radiation.


